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Another winner from Canton. The 2500-4 is a
25 horsepower four wheeled self propelled
unit designed to deliver maximum cutting
power in hard to reach areas. Model 25004's
hydraulic steering and four wheeled stance
combine to offer unmatched stability and
maneuverability. This compact machine has a
width of 35 inches, allowing it to fit easily
through standard backyard gates. Model
2500-4 incorporates many of the features
found in larger Carlton Models including a
direct drive hydraulic pump replaceable
cylinder rod ends hardened bushings and
shafts counter balance valves on the lift
swing and hydraulic drive circuits Like all
Carlton Models the 2500 series is built to last
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INDUSTRY ALMANAC

By Robert

Felix

The publisher shares his
thoughts on the work ethic:
where it comes from, what
it means to a business, and
how to reward it.

Important regional and
national meetings and
activities.
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Bv Brian Barnard

OSHAs Personal Protective
Equipment Standard took
effect July 5 Also a
national standard for tree
pruning is nearly complete.
Both will impact tree care
operations.

The author discusses this vital
component of tree rigging with
exceptional thoroughness and
insight.I

CUTTING EDGE

New products for the tree
care industry.

"

27
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ADVERTISING
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32

MANAGEMENT
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EXCHANGE

By Richard Ensman Jr.

What would you do if you
lost all your Accounts
Receivable data? If your
office is computerized, this
is a must read article,

25

WORKERS COMPENSATION
I

Workers Compensation Insurance can be a major cost of
doing business. Understanding how your comp rate is
determined can help your company manage that cost more
effectively.

FROM THE FIELD

By Ted Bays

Communication is
essential on a tree crew,
but this crew carries the
idea a little farther than
most.

ON THE COVER

For many of us, streets lined
with mature American elms
are just a memory. But the
students at Pennsylvania
State University can enjoy a
shady spot and a cathedrallike archway as they make
their way to the library.
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I make it a practice
to show my appreciation to anyone
who continuously
puts forth an
exceptional effort
with both thanks
and deeds. I urge
you to do the same.
.

"They believe that a work ethic is a passport to self-destruction!" So says a British arborist friend of mine describing the
bureaucracy of his country's government. Since his comments
were in the context of government regulations, I thought they
were pretty funny.
To carry the thought farther, I have to make the presumption
that he and I share the same definition of "work ethic."
To me the "ethic" here includes, but is not limited to, working
to the extent of one's ability to complete an assignment efficiently
and effectively, always looking for the opportunity to give 1 10%.
Those without a good work ethic usually have one eye on the
clock, one ear on the local conversation and half a brain focused
on how much less work can be done and how much more can
one get paid for doing it. To them earning capacity is a function
of years on the job, time in grade, not job performance.
These definitions describe more than government employees.
We all see the same types of people in the private sector. I hear
it from arborists all the time, with compliments for their employees with the work ethic and criticism of those without.
What makes the difference? I'm sure it has to do with upbring.
ing, experience, priorities and whatever else motivates people.
Some people have it and some people do not.
A typical 7 a.m.-to-4:30 p.m. person will go home at 4:30, no
matter what is left to be done or how much more efficient it would
be to stay for an extra 30 minutes to get the job finished. That is
usually the same person who declines when offered overtime but
complains about not earning enough money or about the net
amount on the pay check after the feds, the state and the locals
have taken their tax bite. You know the one I mean. It's the employee who says, "Sorry, can't work Saturday. Need to go
hunting this Saturday." It's also the same employee who expects
a bonus when ajob goes well but says the salesman underpriced
it if a job goes poorly.
Those of us who have the work ethic described above are usually both disappointed and frustrated by those who do not. In
my experience, these people rarely change so, if you have one
or more and you want to keep them, accept the fact and compensate in other ways with other employees.
I have learned one thing. Just because someone has the same work
ethic that you do, don't take them for granted. It is a quality worthy
of recognition, financially and otherwise. The otherwise is as important as the cash. I make it a practice to show my appreciation to
anyone who continuously puts forth an exceptional effort with both
thanks and deeds. I urge you to do the same

Robert Felix, Publisher
Copyright 1994 by the National Arborist Association. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission
is prohibited. The National Arborist Association is privileged to lead commercial arboriculture into the 21st century. Reference to
commercial products or brand names in editorial does not constitute an endorsement by Tree Care Industry magazine or the National
Arborist Association. Tree Care Industry (ISSN 1059-0528) is published monthly by the National Arborist Association, P.O. Box
1094. Amherst. NH 03031-1094. Subscriptions $30 per year (Canadian/International orders $45 per year. U.S. funds: $2.50 per single
copy). Second-class postage paid at Amherst. NH and additional mailing offices. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to TCI. P.O.
Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031-1094
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When you climb on our orange ropes, you're recognized as a professional
who's serious about safety. The instant success of Braided Safety Blue High-Vee
demonstrates that clearly identified climbing ropes promote safety in the tree.
Now, New England Ropes introduces a high visibility version of our famous Safety
Blue three-strand rope and, for those who prefer a 12-strand rope, our completely
redesigned TreeLine with a new abrasion resistant finish and optional fleck pattern.
New England Ropes is committed to making the best climbing ropes possible.
That's why when your safety is on the line, New England Ropes comes through
with flying colors.
For a saVle and
please call or write us.

NEWENGLANIDROPES
23 Pope's Island, New Bedford, MA 02740
Please circle 22 on the Reader Service Card

Phone: (508) 999-2351 FAX (508) 999-5972
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They're Indispendable
But Are Often Unused

By Don Blair
In recent years, slings have taken a place of unprecedented
importance in tree maintenance and removal.
Slings are capable of performing so many useful services that
they are practically indispensable to a trained arborist and yet,
among many arborists, they go unused, misunderstood or dangerously misapplied.
Slings can be used in the following operations, to name just
a few: as the connecting link that turns an arborist's block, figure eight or brake tube into a rigging system; as the anchor for
a come-along being used to tension the installation of flexible
cable: and as the connecting 1 ink between the hook on a crane
and the tree being removed.
In my career, I've made extensive use of choker cables made
from wire rope, web sling and rigging ropes spliced from
double-braided rope. When nothing else was available, I've
fashioned slings on the job from lengths of rope and an appropriate knot or hitch. The value of slings to an arborist cannot
be overstated. The same holds true of the importance of a full
understanding of the selection, care and maintenance of slings.
The June issue of TCI magazine featured an article on ar borist blocks. This article or. slings is part of the series on A
Systems Approach to Rigging, which has evolved from my lectures and demonstrations on rigging for removal. The final
article in the series will examine the Lowering Device component of the rigging system.

Sling material
Manufactured slings are fashioned from materials as varied
as their lifting applications. Although slings are also fabricated
from wire mesh and chain, arborists will be most likely to select slings made of the following materials:

1. Webbing: Nylon and olyester are the most commonly
4

used webbing sling fibers. Characteristics are virtually identical to those found in nylon and polyester rope. Nylon and
polyester slings must not be used when temperatures exceed
194 degrees F. or fall below -40 degrees F.
When selecting a webbing sling, nylon is most often the best
all-around choice for arborist use. Nylon is unaffected by grease
and oil and has good chemical resistance to aldehydes, ethers
and some alkalies. However, nylon must not be exposed to acids or bleaching agents. Stretch at rated capacity is between 6
and 10%.
Compared to polyester, nylon has superior shock loading capability but stretches 3 to 7% more. Since most arborist slings
are usually less than 12 feet long, a few more inches of stretch
shouldn't make an appreciable difference in performance. Although nylon fiber is approximately 109% stronger than
polyester when dry, it will lose 10 to 15% of its strength when
wet. Although there is a difference in strength between raw nylon and polyester fiber, manufactured slings in nylon and
polyester are rated the same.
Polyester should be used whenever acid conditions are
present or a minimum of stretch is desired. Polyester is unaf fected by common acids and hot bleaching agents, but is not
suitable for use with concentrated sulfuric acids or alkaline.
Stretch at rated capacity is approximately 3%,
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The most common lashing hitch for a rope sling is the timber hitch,
shown here with a half hitch below it.
Rope slings

Rope slings can be made from virtually
aiiv rope that can be spliced. I would not.
however, under any circumstances, recommend polypropylene for use in making
a rigging sling. A suitable length of rope
in an appropriate diameter can be readily
tied or hitched into service as a sling for
nianv
Roundslings

Roundslings originated in Europe, but
ate now common and quite popular among
riggers in the United States. The heart of
a roundsling is a bundle of polyester fiber formed into an endless loop. A two-ply
polyester fabric cover protects the loadhearing windings of polyester fiber.
Roundslings have an excellent strengthto-weight ratio and are easy to handle,
store and clean. They offer excellent re'ktance to ultraviolet rays.
Like all polyesters, they are resistant to
many acids other than sulfuric, but they
must not go near alkalies. The maximum
safe temperature is 194 degrees F. Like
polyester webbing slings, stretch at rated

Four basic sling hitches include, left to right, lashing, choker, basket and vertical.

capacity is 3%. Because of their soft construction, roundslings are perfect for a
choker hitch. The sling contours itself
around the load. As long as the cover remains intact, the load-bearing core isn't
subject to wear because it never comes in
contact with the load. Since they are continuous loops, roundslings may be rotated
with each use to extend the life of the
covering. On my trip to Germany last
ear. I noticed that roundslings were used
in tree cabling. Instead of sinking a lag
into the wood, the wire rope guys are
shackled into basket-hitched roundslings.
Wire rope

Choker cables are the most commonly
encountered wire rope slings used by arborists. I had some 3/8-inch chokers made
up in 6-foot and 8-foot lengths. They were
easy to store and work with and we found
them to be extremely useful for pulling
shrubs and skidding brush.

Web sling configuration
Overhead lifting slings come in several
styles.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - AUGUST 1994

Web slings are made in single-ply and
double-ply or more as required. In addition, manufacturers usually offer their
slings in a choice of webbing tensile
strengths.
Type I: These slings have either aluminum or steel choker hardware for
smooth, snug choking. They can also be
used in vertical and basket hitches.
Type II: Fitted with steel or forged aluminum hardware for use in vertical and
basket hitches only.
Type III: Eye and eye sling. Flat eyes
are formed as the material is folded back
and sewn flat to the sling body: a general
purpose sling that can be used in any
hitch.
Type IV: Half-twist eyes are formed
as the material is folded back and sewn
flat to the sling body: a general purpose
sling that can be used in any hitch.
Type V: Being endless or continuous.

this is the most versatile sling type as load
wear points can be rotated. Used in
choker, vertical and basket hitches. Endless slings make excellent chokers
because of their higher ratings and wider
"footprint" on the load. Hook contact
points can be tapered and reinforced for
longer sling life. Stronger, size for size,
than an eye and eye sling. For example,
in a vertical hitch, a 2-inch, double-ply
sling is rated for 6,400 pounds. A comparable endless sling is rated for 12,500
pounds in a vertical hitch. Remember,

there is always twice as much webbing at
work.
Type VI: This standard reversed eye
sling will out-perform all other sling types
when conditions are abusive and continuous. Both sides of the sling eyes and body
are covered protected by cordura wear
pads.
Type VII: The fabric is turned 180 degrees to form a "flat"eye, which lies in
the same plane as the body of the sling.

By the time this song is over,
your season may be gone.
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Don't miss one of the most important seasons for tree health maintenance. Feeding urban trees in autumn helps to maintain vital life support systems and stimulate root activity in the winter and early spring.

Mauget micro injection is the ideal way to feed trees. Premeasured
doses make applications easy. All materials enter directly into the sap
stream of the tree. Each Mauget capsule contains a balanced nutritional formulation to overcome identified deficiencies and improve tree
health. Materials do not add to the soil's salt content.
There's a symphony of reasons to fall fertilize this season. Call your
Mauget distributor today. Ask about these proven products from
Mauget:
srees

Chelated Products
Stemix® Micrc'ject
Zinc Stem ix®Mic:roject
Stemix® Hi Volume Microject
Iron-Zinc Stemix® Microject

Sulfate Based Products
Inject-A-Mm® Iro n-Zinc
Inject-A-M in® Manganese

J. J. Mauget Company
Los Angeles CA 90065
1-800-873-3779

Please circle 20 on the Reader Service Card
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Like the Type VI, the entire body and
sling eyes are covered with cordura wear
pads.

Rope sling configuration
In addition to eye and eye and endless
sling types, rope slings are also available
in several other useful styles.
Rigging Rope - This sling is unique to
arborists. As detailed in the section on
lashing hitches, rigging ropes are designed
specifically for lashing a block into use
as a false crotch.
Adjustable - Way back when Arbor
Plex was being made by Samson Ocean
Systems, I was shown one of the
company's adjustable slings and told that
it was called a Whoopee Sling. The name
has stuck with me all these years. Made
from 12-strand, single-braid, a fixed eye
is formed in one end. The other end is
turned back on itself to form a loop and
fed a specified distance through the center of the rope before exiting. Lengthening
or shortening is done by pulling on the
running tail. Because of the infinite range
of adjustment, whoopee slings are great
for tree work. One whoopee sling in the
rigging bag can do the job of a locker full
of fixed-length slings. On the Relative
Strength Scale, they are, however, at the
bottom. This is why ratings are such an
important factor in taking a Systems Approach to Rigging. At all times, you must
follow "Blairs's Weak Link Rule," which
states: "The lowering line must be the
weakest link in the rigging system." All
rigging components, e.g., blocks, slings
etc., must have safe working loads in comfortable excess to that of the lowering line
employed.

How a sling gets slung
Arborist slings carry their loads in one
of four hitches: basket, vertical, choker
or lashing. Lifting capacity is affected by
the hitch that is used as well as the slingto-hook angle. The Sling Rating Chart on
Page 9 illustrates the effect the selection
of the hitch has on sling strength. Be sure
to know the safe working loads of all your
slings.
As a result of sling failure, climbers
have been killed or seriously injured when
they were struck in the head by the block
or caught in the bight of the lowering line.
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1968 Mack 673 Diesel 54 Trans with
R.O.TC120 Crane 60' Boom 14' Jib = 74' Hook
Height ............................$24,500

TREE SPADES KNUCKLEBOOMS
t!IIITIF*i#1

t21988Ford. ooa.e.0
c...ruJ='euccu
LR50 Asplundh Buckets. 4 Other LR50s In Stock; Gas
or Diesel.

1981 GMC Diesel Auto with Reui t,1ui, R
Ton Crane 56' Hook Height; Upper Basket and
$22,500
Controls To 46

Glove T 12 15 Ton Crane Gas Up & Down 82' Hook
Height. Nice Cond. ....................... .$22,500

(35) BUCKET TRUCKS: 36', 40', 42' 1 45', 50' 1 55', 65'.
Call For Specs. & Prices
.4

RAYCO Hydra

-

Stumpers For Sale
Or For Rent
Daily, Weekly.
Monthly.

1984 Int. 1800 Series 44 DT466 Chassis & Cab .........$18,500
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In one unfortunate accident, after experiencing a sling failure, the lowering line
pinned the climber in a crotch. Rope friction burned the climber's thigh muscle
right down to the bone.

Basket hitch - The basket hitch, using
both legs of the sling to cradle the load,
is the strongest. The vertical hitch is 50%
of the basket hitch. The choker rating is
40% of the basket hitch. The lashing hitch
rating is 35% of the basket hitch.

Your Source
ForO ahty
Big I ree
Removal
Equipmeirit.
.,' Rope Brakes
i' Hobbs Lowering
Devices

s.' Hobbs Blocks
(9I16,5I83/4"&
1" Rope Cap.)
' Pulleys
i'Figure Eights
V Carabiners
'Slings

ri

" Double Braided
Bull Ropes

11

V Climbing Ropes
'Cable Core
Fliplines
V Klein & Bashlin
Climbers
V Bashlin,
Buckingham
& Sierra Moreno
Saddles

HOBBS BLOCK

There's a lot more to
safe and successful sling
use than that which
might readily come to
mind.

Lashing hitch . In addition to using
conventional slings, arborists routinely
lash their blocks in place to create a false
crotch. Yale Cordage was the first cordage manufacturer to develop a Safe
Knotted Working Load (SKWL) rating for
its deadeye slings. Using a 5:1 safety factor, the 5/8-inch deadeye slings, for
example, are given a 2800-pound SKWL.
There are advantages as well as tradeoffs when using deadeye slings.
Sling-to-hook-angle loss factors are not
usually applicable. Deadeye slings can
usually be positioned to reduce the amount
of "drop" to a minimum. Basket and vertical hitch rigging, of course, are not
possible.
Although there are many lashing hitches
to choose from, I would nominate the timber hitch as being the king.

In The Ashley Book of Knots, Clifford
Ashley wrote: "(the timber hitch) sometimes called the Lumberman's Knot and
Countryman's Knot, was used at sea for
securing the standing ends of topsail
clewlines and fore and main clew garnets,
according to the Manual of Seamanship
(1891). In the Manuscript on Rigging (c.
1625), edited by R.D. Anderson and published by the Society for Nautical
Research, is the statement: "The timber
hitch is to fasten the truss to the middle
of ye Mayne yearde." Diderot illustrates
the knot in 1762 and Steel names it in
1694.
The timber hitch is strong, easy to tie,
tightens under load, and is easy to untie.
Compared to other popular hitches such
as the clove hitch , the timber hitch
requires the least amount of rope to fashion. A minimum of three tucks or turns are
recommended. When tied in three-strand
rope, the hitch should he dogged' with
the lay of the line.
The only advice I can offer is to make
absolutely sure that you tie it properly.
There have been cases in which someone
merely made a few tucks in a round turn.
Thinking they had tied a timber hitch,
they were shocked to watch the non-hitch
roll apart, dropping the load. In my opinion, the timber hitch is far too valuable a
hitch to be afraid of. Learn to tie it properly, use it often.
If you have an interest in knots as I do,
a reference like the Rigger's Apprentice

- Special Price FREE
/
_.•••

. .

-

SHIPPING

ON ORDERS
$100 OR
MOIRE.

For NAA Member Companies & TO Readers

DEEP ROOT FERTILIZING MACHINE
525 GAL. UNIT.. $3,250
.

ROPEBRAKE

¶1

LOWERING DEVICE

Arbor (art Equipme lit Gompariy
1650 West aklaiid Park Blvd.
Fort Lai.iderdalr, Florida 33311

tIiI(•
Call 1-800-645-6464

800.626.6886
305 - 735 -6887

380 S. Franklin St., Hempstead,NY 11550
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NYLON WEB SLINGS
RATED CAPACITY (Ibs)
EYE/EYE

-

TYPE IV (Half Twist)

Width

Ply

Webbing

Basket

Vertical

1"
1"

one
one
two
two
one
one
two
two

6800

2200
3200
4400
6200
4400
6200
8800
12400

1100
1600
2200
3100
2200
3100
4400
6200

1"

2"
2"
2"

9800
6800
9800
6800
9800
6800
9800
ENDLESS

-

Choker

880

1280
1760
2480
1760
2480
3520
4960

TYPE V

Width

Ply

Webbing

Basket

Vertical

Choker

1"

one
one
two
two
one
one
two
two

6800
9800
6800
9800
6800
9800
6800
9800

4400
6400
8800
12400
8800
12400
17600
24800

2200
3200
4400
6200
4400
6200
8800
12400

1760
2560
3520
4960
3520
4960
7040
9920

1"
1"

2"
2"
2"

Note: Endless slings will be twice as strong in any size and ply than their counterpart in Eye/Eye because they always use twice as much
webbing in the rigging.

DOUBLE BRAIDED ROPE SLINGS
RATED CAPACITY (Ibs)
EYE/EYE

TYPE Ill

-

Includes Safe Knotted Working Load Rating for rigging ropes made from the same rope fiber.)

Diameter
in inches

Tensile
Strength

Basket

Vertical

Choker

Knotted

1/2
9/16
5/8
3/4

9000
11250
14400
17100

5000
6250
8000
9500

2500
3125
4000
4750

2000
2500
3200
3800

1750
2200
2800
3300

Source: Yale Cordage specs. for Double Esterlon slings.
Note: Ratings are for comparative purposes only. The slings you use may well be rated differently by the manufacturer according to the
Safety Factor selected, the rope used and the testing procedures employed.
ENDLESS

-

TYPE V

Diameter
in inches

Tensile
Strength

Basket

Vertical

Choker

1/2
9/16
5/8
3/4

9000
11250
14400
17100

8500
10625
13600
16150

4250
5300
6800
8075

3400
4250
5440
6460

Note: Endless Rope Sling ratings as given in this table are 70% stronger than their counterpart in Eye/Eye configuration. Theoretically.
they should be twice, but a manufacturer can chose to increase the Safety Factor when creating the rating. Knotted Ratings are not applicable to Endless Sling rigging.
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(Brian Toss, 1992), The Ashley Book of
Knots (Clifford Ashley, 1944) or The
Klutz Book of Knots (John Cassidy,
1985), is invaluable. The Ashley Book of
Knots is regarded by many as the definitive reference.
The following hitches work extremely
well, but require two to three times as
much rope as a timber hitch. On smaller
diameter work, this is usually not a problem. It can, however, become a factor
when the trunk exceeds three or four feet
in diameter.

Clove hitch - What's good for the goose
is good for the gander. Popular with many
arborists for tying the limb to be cut, the
rigging rope is also well served with a
clove hitch. Safety off the tail with a half
hitch or two. If the gin is slippery and you
have some rigging rope to spare, add a half
hitch between the block and the clove -just
as you would do to the limb being cut.
Magnus hitch - A classic mooring
hitch, the merit of the Magnus is that it will
not slip down a limb when cinched up. A

Magnus hitch is easy for an arborist to tie
- it's a "two-down-and-one-up" tautline
hitch!
Three round turns and a square knot
- Using a piece of rope, make three round
turns and secure with a square knot. As
that turn is pulled tight, the other two turns
cinch against the trunk, eliminating the
possibility of slippage.
Round turn hitch - When you can spare
the webbing, making a round turn before
either forming a basket hitch or a choker will
increase the strength of the sling and reduce
the possibility of slippage.
Cross-lashing - Holding both ends,
center the sling against the trunk.
Crosslash them down the leader until the
sling eyes meet. Shackle in your block and
set your lines.

Care and safety
Inspection, care and understanding
strength loss factors are critical to your
safety.
A specific procedure for the inspection
of your slings is your best safeguard
against damage and abuse. The following
three-stage protocol is applicable to all of
our equipment.
Stage 1 - Initial - This inspection is
done when the product is first received to
ensure that it was not damaged during
shipping. Also verify that the goods are
in compliance with your specifications as
well as those of the manufacturer.

GREENLEE FAIRMONT ii

i • 3

Greenlee Textron Inc. I Subsidiary of Textron Inc.
4455 Boeing Drive
Rockford. 11 61109-2988
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Stage 2 - Frequent - This level of inspection should be done by the person
handling the sling every time the sling is
used. The entire sling should be thoroughly examined and discarded if unsafe
or questionable. Regulations from the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration stipulate: "Each day before being
used, the sling and all fastenings and attachments shall be inspected for damage
and defects by a competent person designated by the employer."
Stage 3 - Periodic - The periodic level
of inspection should be done by designated personnel at regular intervals. The

In Electrical Hazard Awareness?

PROVE IT.1 1 of
0

That's the question you're sure to be asked by OSHA inspectors or accident
investigators. Besides training your workers, you now have to document and
certify that they have been properly trained.
The alphabet soup that covers these changes are OSHA 1910.269, OSHA
191 0.331 and ANSI Zi 33.1-1994.
OSHA 1910.269. Effective January 31, 1995, you must certify that all employees who come closer than 10 feet to energized wires have received electrical
hazard training.
OSHA 1910.331. Effective in August, 1991, all employees who may come within
10 feet must be trained in electrical hazard awareness, and that training must be
documented.
ANSI Z133.1-1994 outlines the required training subjects. Remember, an ANSI
violation is an OSHA violation.
ACRT PROVIDES ELECTRICAL HAZARD AWARENESS TRAINING
AND NECESSARY COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATION
Since 1985, ACRT has trained more than 10,000 tree workers. We can train in
your community, at the ACRT Institute, or by self study using the newly revised
National Aborist Association home study course.
Don't take chances. Depend on a training organization with a proven track
record; an organization that can certify that the training provided your employees
complies with all applicable laws and regulations.
For information, write, phone or fax

N

The ACRT Institute
of Arboriculture and
Urban Forestry
227 N. Depeyster St.
P.O. Box 219
Kent, OH 44240
800-622-2562
Fax 216-673-3205

R
T

Training may be expensive, but try costing out ignorance.
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interval should be determined by the frequency of use and the severity of the
service cycle. The condition of each sling
must be recorded at this time and upon
each subsequent inspection. Permanent
records must be kept.
Inspection guide
I. In addition to the manufacturer's
name, identification tags should have the
length, rated capacities for each type of
hitch, the type of material and a serial
number.
2. Look for common damage (items hk are exclusive to rope slings)
Melted or charred spots.
Broken or missing stitches in load
bearing splices.
Snags, cuts or tears.
Damaged eyes or fittings.
Discoloration indicating chemical
damage or contamination.
Knots in any part of the sling. Even
though rigging ropes are designed for lashing hitches, this is different from tying a knot
in a rope or web sling to shorten it. Knots in
the body of the sling weaken it.

Excessive abrasive wear. Web slings
might have a core of red fibers to indicate
a danger level of abrasion: double-braided
slings must be retired when the outer core
begins to show signs of deterioration

Operating procedures

Glossy marks or streaks that could
indicate Heat Fusion Damage.

Select the sling having the most suitable characteristics for the type of load,
hitch and working environment.

Mechanical considerations
Determine that the load weight is
within the rated capacity of the sling and
hitch selected.

Obvious change in diameter. An
"hourglass" effect in the rope indicates
damage to the core.

Never load sling in excess of rated
capacity.

J . Stiffened fibers can indicate fibers that
have been damaged through shock loading.

Slings should be long enough so that
the rated capacity is adequate when the
actual sling stress factor is taken into consideration.

k. Damaged or missing lockstitch whipping. Several manufacturers use a
lockstitch whipping in splicing the eye(s)
of their rope slings. If the lockstitch shows
signs of shifting or has broken strands, the
indications are that the sling has been
overloaded and should be retired from
service.

Slings used in a choker hitch must be
long enough to assure proper choking action, e.g. choke action must be on the sling
body - never on the sling splice, fittings
or at the base of the sling eye. Exception:
Rigging ropes using a timber hitch can be
set at the base of the eye. This is mechanically different from a choker hitch.

3. When in doubt - throw it out! If a sling
is damaged and raises doubt as to strength
and safety, take it out of service. Don't
try to squeeze another job in. Never attempt to make temporary repairs.

Sling strength is affected by the bend
radius of fittings, shock loading.
sideloading and angular stress.
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Care and handling

I. Do not use nylon and polyester slings
at temperatures in excess of 194 degrees F.
Do not shorten, lengthen or repair by
knotting or other methods not approved
by the manufacturer.
Always protect slings from being cut
by sharp corners, edges. protrusions or
from abrasive surfaces. Only materials of
sufficient strength and thickness should
be used.
Avoid twisting and kinking the sling.
Securely attach the sling to load to p
provide maximum control of load.
Never drag slings across the ground
or over abrasive surfaces.
All hooks, shackles and other fittings
must be free of all sharp edges that could
damage the sling.
Slings should ne er he pulled out
from under the load \\ hi Ic the load is resting on the sling.
Sling eyes should he long enough to
slip easily over the lifting hook or pin.
This reduces the stress on the stitching at
the base of the sling eve. This also applies
to rope slings.
It's hard with some kinds of tree
removal, but don't jerk or shock load youi
slings. Sudden load changes, up or down.
in excess of 10% of a line's rated working
load constitutes hazardous shock loading
and voids normal working load recommendations. Apply this rule to slings and
in planning your rigging system.

for damage. Mild soap and water can be
used for cleaning. After washing, make
sure the sling is allowed to dry properly
before being put back into storage.
Like Rodney Dangerfield. I've thought
for too long that "slings don't get no respect!"
There's more to safe and successful sling use
than that which might come readily to mind.
I suggest you use this series of articles on rigging as the outline for a series of "tailgate"
safety sessions. Review these articles with
your employees to heighten awareness of the
TCI
need for safety in the field.

Earth
Drills

The author wishes to acknowledge the
following persons and entities for their
help in preparation of this article.' Susan
Cook and Richard Hildebrand, Yale Cordage. Liftex, Inc. Lift-it, Inc., Web Sling and
Tie Down Association.
This article is reproduced with permission of the publisherfrom the book,
Arborist Equipment, Donald F. Blair.
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Personal safet

Climbers must consider the consequences
of a block sling failure. Remember that
climbers have been killed or seriously injured
h\ sling failure.
I. Stand clear of a suspended load.
2. Before and during lifting, personnel
must be alert for possible snagging.
. Keep body parts from between the
sling and load and between the sling and
liltine hook.
Care and cleaning
When slings are not in use. I reconi mend
that they be stored in a cool, dry, dark and
clean area. Storage areas should be cool
to prevent damage due to exposure to excessive temperatures and dry to prevent the
growth of mold and bacteria that can degrade sling fibers. Also, storage areas
should be dark to prevent slings from being damaged by ultraviolet light. And, a
clean sling, free of dirt and grime is a
stronger sling and is much easier to inspect
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ALL STUMP ROUTERS
Self Propelled

25 HP

Wheels Extend to 52" For Towing.
Wheels Move in to 3411 for Going Through Gates.
Will Work Hooked or Unhooked from Towing Vehicle.
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OSHA Updates Protection Rule
Revised PPE Requirements

By Brian Barnard
The Occupational Safety and Health
Administration recently revised its Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
standard, but portions of the standard are
delayed until October 5. Unchanged portions went into effect July 5.
The PPE standard contains provisions
for protecting workers through the use of
gloves, eye wear, helmets, respirators.
safety shoes and electrical protective
equipment. The newly revised PPE standard (29 CFR 1910.132) requires
employers to provide worker training and
education on the uses of and proper
equipment for protection from hazards.
The delay affects the training and hazard assessment paragraphs because there
as much confusion in understanding
OS HA's intent on exactly what sections
the training and hazard assessment was
to cover.
In its explanation. OSHA said its intent for training and hazard assessment
is to apply only to protection for eyes.
face, head, feet and hands. The training
and hazard assessment requirements do
not apply to the sections of the PPE standard covering respiratory protection and
electrical equipment.
Personal protective equipment has
been required by OSHA since the agency
%\ first established in 1971. These latet requirements revise and expand the
PPE section to bring it in line with existing technology and practices.

Under section 1910.132. General,
OSHA has added three paragraphs. (d), (e)
and (f). Paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) were
not revised. Minor changes were added to
the eye. head, hand and foot protection
sections.
Section 1910.132
Application: Unchanged. Requires
that protective equipment be provided.
used and maintained.
Employee-owned equipment: Unchanged. Requires that, where employees
provide equipment, the employer assures
the adequacy of such equipment.
Design: Unchanged. Requires that
all personal protective equipment be of
safe design and construction for the work
to be performed.
Hazard assessment and equipment
selection: New. A performance-oriented
provision which simply requires employers to use their awareness of workplace
hazards to enable them to select the appropriate PPE for the work being
performed. Paragraph (d) indicates that
the employer is accountable both for the
quality of the hazard assessment and for
the adequacy of the PPE selected. This
section is delayed until October 5.
Paragraph (e) Defective and damaged
equipment: Revised. Expands the old requirement that eye protectors should be
kept clean and in good repair. Paragraph
now requires that all PPE be kept clean

and in good repair.
Paragraph (f) Training: New. (fl(1)
Requires employers to provide training and
retraining where appropriate, to each employee who is required by this section to
use PPE. This training must include: (i)
when PPE is necessary; (ii) what PPE is
necessary; (iii) how to use and wear PPE:
(iv) the limitations of the PPE; and (v) the
proper care, maintenance, useful life, and
disposal of the PPE. This paragraph is delayed until October 5.
(fl(2) Requires that each employee must
demonstrate an understanding of the training before being allowed to perform work
requiring PPE.
(f)(3) Requires retraining when changes
in the workplace conditions or change in
the types of PPE to be used render previous training obsolete.
(f)(4) Requires certification of training.
OSHA has determined that employers can
adequately verify compliance with this
section through written certification. A cer tification record which identifies each
employee trained, the date(s) of training.
and which identifies the document as a
certification of training in the use of PPE,
will provide adequate assurance that the
employer has provided the required training.
All training and education should be
documented and kept on file.

Tree Pruning Standard Available For Review
The American National Standard committee. ANSI A300, has approved a
revised draft of the document titled
Standard Practices for Trees, Shrubs
and Other Woody Plant Maintenance."
ANSI A300. This document contains
performance standards for pruning trees.
Future revisions will address tree care

topics including soil modification, cabling and construction protection.
This national consensus standard for
tree pruning is now open for public review. If you wish to receive a revised
copy of ANSI A300, send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to A300
Secretary, do National Arborist AssociaTREE URE INDUSTRY - AUGUST 1994

tion. P.O. Box 1094, Amherst. NH
03031-1094. The comment deadline is
October 3.
The A300 is intended as a guide for
federal, state, municipal and private authorities, including property owners,
managers and utilities in drafting their
maintenance specifications.
TCI
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TC1 EXPO 194
IS THE ONE SHOW WHERE YOU'LL...
• . . See the latest tree-climbing techniques using new hardware

See all the business services and technology you need under

and new knots to speed up productivity. . Find out the answer

one roof . . . Find everything you need to build your business.

to any Tree Care Industry question at NAA's Information

Because there's only one show with over 120 exhibitors, lectures,

Central . . . See how chipper technology is going to respond to

seminars and demonstrations that focus on the BUSINESS of

changing landfill and dumping laws . . . Learn about electrical

the tree care business: TCI EXPO '94. A BETTER 1995 STARTS

hazards that may threaten lives—and your insurance premi-

AT TCI EXPO '94—THE TREE CARE BUSINESS TRADE SHOW.

ums . . . Find out if leasing new equipment will in- \

. 7

Pennsylvania Convention Center, Philadelphia, PA

crease your productivity and cut your overhead..

• .. November 17th through November 19th, 1994 ...

Learn how lightning protection installation could

Sponsored by the National Arborist Association, Co-

bring you new business... Find the best source for

sponsored by ISA... FOR MORE INFORMATION,

the equipment and supplies your crews use every

including hotel accommodations and travel, contact:

day.. . Learn about the newest pest management

The National Arborist Association, P.O. Box 1094,

and plant health care products and how they

Amherst NH 03031-1094 or call TOLL FREE:

should be presented to your customers

1-800-733-2622
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Some of the best speakers i n the business will be on their way

Everything for a Spray Rig, Teamwork and Loss Prevention,

to Philadelphia to share their special expertise with you. It's

and Becoming a Consultant. You can even pick up Pesticide

your opportunity to spend 3 days learning from the best and

Applicator Recertification Credits for most states, and apply to

the brightest.

ISA for Continuing Education Credits.

Look at the line-up of topics: Plant Health Care Now

How can you cover so much in so little time? Bring

and in the Future, Creating Crew Leaders, Tree and

an employee with you! We offer discounts on addi-

Resource Protection and Management, Top Pests/

tional attendees. Seminars are targeted for either

Control Strategies, Roots and Mycorrhizae, The HazMat

management or field personnel.

Transportation Act, Training Trees through Pruning.

So.

Fleet Safety, Becoming a Better Salesperson.

'94. Call the NAA today for more information.

. .

now it's time to plan a road trip to TCI Expo

1-800-733-2622
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Data Disaster:
Planning For A Computer Emergency
By Richard G. Ensman Jr.
Many disasters can befall a business,
but few are worse than the irreplaceable
loss of vital business information.
Imagine losing your entire customer
list. Or your accounts receivable data. Or
your inventory records. You could spend
weeks - or months - reconstructing this
data. In a worst case scenario, you might
not be able to reconstruct it at all.
In today's highly computerized business world, many firms are exposed to the
sudden loss of information. Natural disasters, computer viruses, mechanical
failures and electronic crime can all resuit in catastrophic loss of data.
However hard you try, you can't prevent disasters from occurring. But you can
take forceful steps to safeguard your data,
and ensure that you can retrieve and restore your computer records should you
suffer a loss. Following are some suggestions.

Watch Your Power
Develop an alternate power supply.
Backup generation, which can keep your
computer running for a short period of
time during a power outage, can help prevent data loss. If the cost of data re-entry
is high, backup power might be a very
cost-effective alternative.
Protect against power surges. Sudden
power surges and spikes can be caused by
electrical storms or can even occur randomly. The result: lost data and,
occasionally, damaged equipment. Good
surge protectors cost little more than $100
and are always a wise investment.
When the air is crackling, disconnect
the modem. Electricity can easily travel
through telephone lines during an electri18

cal storm and can damage computer
equipment through your modem. When in
doubt, disconnect it.
Be sure you're insured. Your insurance
policies should cover your hardware and
software. Check with your agent. Data and
records, however, are another matter. But
just the same, ask about the availability
and cost of critical records coverage.

Guard Yourself
Implement a password system. Passwords help prevent unauthorized use of
your system and are an absolute must in
today's business environment. Another
tip: Change passwords frequently.
Protect your files. Most sophisticated
software allows you to grant system access on a selective basis. One employee,
for instance, might be granted access to
your accounts payable data, but nothing
else, while another employee might be
limited to your electronic checking account records.
Segregate responsibilities. By all accounts, computer crime is on the increase.
One of the best preventive steps is to segregate both manual and computer
responsibilities, preventing any single
employee from obtaining the tools necessary to manipulate the system or cover
up theft.
Back it up. The most important security rule of all: Back it up! Back up your
drive, with all your data, weekly or daily
(or even more frequently), depending on
the volume of transactions. As a rule of
thumb, you should never be in a position
where re-entry of data requires more than
a day's labor.
Keep your backups safe. Keep your
backup disks or tape in a safe place, pref erably miles away from your business
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - AUGUST 1994

location. Some possibilities: in a fireproof
office safe, at an office across town, at
your home, or at a commercial data center (an increasingly popular resource
today). If you back up extensive amounts
of data, consider a "round robin" arrangement, where you always have between
two and four backups circulating among
as many locations at any given time. Here,
whenever a fresh backup is sent to location # 1, its backup is moved to location
# 2, and so on.
Keep apaper trail. Since you may need
to re-enter data at some point, be sure
your paper audit trail is strong and clear.
Develop emergency operating procedures. Prepare yourself for a natural
disaster or sudden loss of data. Even if
you've adequately backed up data, how
will you restore it and get your system
running again? If you have to run without computers for a short time, do you
have adequate paper-based systems in
place? Emergency procedures help answer these questions.
Limit physical access. Who should
have access to computer systems containing sensitive data? Only those employees
who need access.
Allow business use only. Computer
viruses are often spread from diskette to
diskette and diskette to drive. Under no
circumstances, allow employees or colleagues to load personal software into
your business computer. For that matter,
don't load any software into your system
that doesn't come shrink-wrapped from a
reputable supplier.
Take care in downloading. Many computer viruses enter a system when files are
downloaded from electronic bulletin
boards or electronic software exchanges.
Download with care.
Give your computer periodic check-

BROWN RIGHT=O F=WAY 9601
9½ Foot Brush
Shredder
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The New Brown 9 foot brush
shredder is designed to quickly reclear your right-of-way and is most
effective in light to medium growth
areas. This shredder is ideally suited
for use behind a properly guarded
farm series tractor with dual wheels
for maximum flotation and traction.
Designed for rugged mowing without
excessive weight. Light enough to
be used in rough areas yet heavy
enough to mow your 3 to 4 year
growth.

True Cutting Width: 114' (9/p ft.) • Cutting Height: 1" to 12" • Overall Deck Width: 120' (10 ft.) • Frame Construction: 2x3x/4"
Tube: 3x3x 3/8" Tube: 4x4x½" Angle: 3/4" & /" Steel Plate • Deck: ¼" Steel Plate • A-Frame: 3x4x¼" Tube with Flex Link Cat.11
Weight: 3,600 lbs. • Blades: 4- 5/8"x6" Heat Treated Alloy • Blade Bar: 1" Solid Plate, 36" Diameter • Drive Shaft: Heavy Duty
135 HP with Heat Treated Tubes, Size #8 • Tail Wheels: 2-600x9 Laminated Tire with Guarded Fork Mount • Divider Gear Box:
270 HP with 1 1/4 " Spline Shafts • Outboard Gear Box: 165 HP with 1 Input Shafts & 2 ' 3 /6" Output Shaft • Slip Clutch: Heavy
Duty 100 HP, 4 Disc Clutch, Fully Enclosed • Horse Power Requirement: 95 to 120 PTO Horse Power • Maximum Material Size:
3" to 4" Material (What Can Be Driven Over)
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Tremendous fly .-., heel effect created by a 500 lb. blade bar,
reduces tractor lugging while cutting heavy material.
Blade contact 54 times per second created from 810 RPM
blade bar speed.
Cutting diameter up to 8" (depending on model) allowed by
open back cutter deck design.
Can replace your standard grass mower as well as your
chain saw (in most conditions).

CALL TODAY FOR MORE DETAILS
AND FREE BROCHURE.

1-800-633-8909
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The Tree
Cutter
Advantages
Available In
Hydraulic Or
Mechanical
Drives

Can cut cown ana grina tne material in a matter of seconds
saving you time and money.
Proven in all types of terrains (limited only by your tractor).
* The only TRUE heavy duty mower on the market, with unit
weights of 1,750 lbs. to 2,400 lbs.
* 1 0's of thousands of miles of experience; unmatched in
serviceability, in Right-of-ways across the country.
* Over 3,500 units in operation in all types of industries.

C: 3 BROWIN
MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
ROUTE 3

-

OZARK, ALABAMA . (205) 795-6603

ups. Increasingly, computer users run
anti-viral software daily. While no software can provide absolute protection
against viruses, anti-viral packages greatly
diminish the probability that a virus will
strike your system.
Ask for help. If you're not sure of the
data security risks you face, ask for help
from a consultant. He or she can help you
assess the greatest information-related
threats to your business, and help you
minimize the risks you face.
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into the field every month.
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Low maintenance, long
life, dependable service, and now 60-foot working height is
yours with the VER.SALIFT VO-55! Here's your chance to get
the best aerial device available at a down-to-earth price.
Standard features include continuous rotation, start/stop, full
pressure hydraulic controls and more.
VERSALIFT. .you:r next aerial lift!
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Write, call or fax
for a quick quote
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TIME
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

P.O.Box20368 • Waco,Texas 76702-0368 ' Phone 8l7-776-0900 •Fax817-776-7531
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Watch, the food and drink. Keep foods
and beverages away from your computer
equipment. That means no sipping coffee
while working at the keyboard.
Maintain the right temperature. While
a dry, cool environment is best, most computer equipment tolerates a wide range of
temperature and humidity variations. But
watch out for excessively warm or damp
rooms: they will invariably spell trouble.
Clean your computer. A large proportion of system crashes occur because of
simple dust and dirt. Have your Cpu,
keyboard and printer professionally
cleaned on a regular basis.
Write everything down. Your computer
protection and security program should he
just that: a program. Once you've developed concrete procedures to safeguard
your data, write them down and either take
on the responsibility of administering
them yourself or assigning the responsibility to a trusted employee.
Don't minimize the threat of a computer disaster by claiming that "it cant
happen to me." It can. And, in some fashion. it probably will. Computers are
machines and, even in the absence of
earthquakes, hurricanes, floods, viruses
and computer crime, machines can suddenly break down for inexplicable
reasons.
It's a real comfort to know that, when
you're searching for the cause of a breakdown, your vital business information is
safe. And equally reassuring is the knowledge that you can get the system up and
running again with a minimum of effort
and expense.
TCI

Richard G. Ensman Jr. is a freelance
author based in Rochester, New York. He
specializes in business and management
topics.

Workers Compensation
What Is The Significance Of The Experience Rating?

e\pc!Ience rating is a
procedure that uses the past insurance
experience of the policyholder to forecast
or predict future losses. The policyholder
is the ultimate beneficiary of this process.
Experience rating does not stand alone.
but is part of an overall workers compensation pricing system.
In workers compensation experience
rating, the individual loss experience of
the employer is determined over a period
of time. This is usually three years but can
be two or even one year. The experience
in the current year is not included. The
experience is then compared with an industry average as reflected by the manual
rate or rates that apply to the employer's
business. Experience rating takes the average loss experience and modifies it by
the individual's own loss experience. Ultimately, an employer with
better - than - average experience is
awarded a credit and pays less for cover age, while one with worse-than-average
experience carries a debit and pays more.
There are two main benefits to experience rating. First, it tailors the cost
prediction and, hence the final net prernium cost to the individual insured more
closely than does the manual rating. Second, it provides an incentive for loss
prevention that is absent in manual rating.
Simpl\ stated.

modification includes all businesses wider
common ownership and the injury history
developed in all states where coverage is
provided.
Eligibility for experience rating differs
by state but generally an employer must
have at least three years' loss experience.
be in business for at least two consecutive years and generate $5,000 manual

premium prior to experience rating.
For example. an employer with a policy
that renews on January 1, 1994 might have
an experience rating that uses loss data
from the 1992. 1991 and 1990 policy
years. Data on the 1993 losses are not
available to the rating service organization when the 1994 modification is being
developed. The next renewal. on January

WORKERS COMPENSATION EXPERIENCE RATING
NAME OF RISK:
1

XYZ TREE SERVICE
4

3

2

D
RATIO PAYROLL

CODE ELR

STATE: NH

RISK IDENT. NO

352
972
050
019

36
32
28
36

POLICY TOTAL

4456
4420
173
78

12777
13813
618
216

352
972
050
019

36
32
28
36

POLICY TOTAL

352
972
050
019

36
32
28
36

POLICY TOTAL

ACT. INC. ACT. PRIM.
LOSSES
LOSSES

299134
161585
122871
91873

3791
5026
172
63

10530
15706
614
175

*

5000
5000
3206
3961
3385
2327

128455

5
5
5
5
5

70250105
70251763
70250468
70250600
70250934
NO. 4

2168
2311
3336
5000
5000
401

2168
2311
3336
5697
9454
401

F
F
F
F
F

•

23367

675463 (SUBJECT PREMIUM = 55711)

297054
161983
122063
98101

01/01/91

52703
62873
3206
3961
3385
2327

F
F
F
F
F

EFF. DATE 01/01/91 EXP.DATE 01/01192

EFF. DATE 01/01:92 EXP.DATE 01/01/93

CARRIER 10030 POLICY NO. WC801476188
0042
0106
8742
8810

0
INJ. F

730669 (SUBJECT PREMIUM = 44459)

CARRIER 10030 POLICY NO. WC801476188
0042
0106
8742
8810

10

9

4
4
5
5
6

70246454
70247328
70245296
70245678
70243039
NO. 6

01/01/94

EFFECTIVE DATE:

8

EFF. DATE 01/01/90 EXP.DATE

CARRIER 10030 POLICY NO. WC801476188
0042
0106
8742
8810

CLAIM
DATA

EXPECTED EXP. PRIM.
LOSSES
LOSSES

351620
142108
123516
113425

123123123

7

6

5

10456
15745
610
186

3764
5038
171
67

4
4
4
4

70253674
70258282
70254613
70254809
NO. 2

7028
15268
48453
63057
1227

F
0
0
0

*

5000
5000
5000
5000
1227

135033

679201 (SUBJECT PREMIUM =67510)

How the plan operates
Experience rating is a mandatory plan
that applies to all insureds that qualify.
Experience ratings are not made by insurance companies. but are computed by a
rating service organization such as the
National Council on Compensation Insurance. The employer's experience

(C)EXPECTED (D)
EXCESS (0-E)

(B)

(A)

015

53827

T**J by policy y *
Urnned lo"

(F) ACTUAL
EXCESS (H-I)

)E)

81046

286855

224533 15675

27219

(I)

(H)

(G)

62322

$2000

11 PRIMARY
LOSSES

ACTUAL

62322

VALUE

61428

EXCESS

61428

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - AUGUST 1994

(.1)

157430

33680
(A) X (C)

(E)

EXPECTED 27219

14 TOTALS

12 STABILIZING 13 RATABLE
(C) X(1-W) -(3) (A1 X (F)

8074

15 EXP. MOD.
(.1) (K)

(K)

96721

:

I

1.63
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1, 1995, will use these 1993 claims while
dropping the oldest year, 1990. This constant updating assures a stable historical
record for the individual emploiier, while
also using the most recent available reflection of operating characteristics. This
way, any changes in safety programs or
procedures can be reflected in the costs
paid by the employer.
On the previous page is a mockup of a
workers compensation experience rating
worksheet for the hypothetical XYZ Tree
Service ("Last in your phone book, first
in service!").

The top section of the worksheet contains the basic identifying information
such as the name of the insured, the state
in which the insured is located, the risk
identification number and the effective
date of the experience modification. following is a brief explanation of columns
1 through 10.

fore pays four different comp rates. Class
codes are not the same for all states.
2 & 3 The "earned loss ratio" and D
ratio" are specific to the class codes and
come from an insurance manual. They
aren't relevant to this review.
-

4 Payroll for the four class codes.
Workers comp treats overtime as straight
time for calculating insurance costs.
-

Workers comp. class codes, obtained from an insurance manual and used
by all insurers. Class code 0106 is tree
care. We can see that the XYZ company
has employees in four classes, and there-

5 Expected Losses are calculated from
payroll using the earned loss ratio.
-

BORDER CITY
TOOL

PHYTON=27
INJECTION
SYSTEM

CARBIDE TIPPED
OVER 38 YEARS EXPERIENCE

r
L,,

,

oos;u2
S

REGULAR ISTANDAR01

lip,

2.'

 Z STUMP

ECONO

W l~,!~,

L-

;t<

NEW SMART POCKETS

NOW MANUFACTURING & DISTRIBUTING "STUMP CLAW TEETH"

BUY DIRECT FROM THE ORIGINAL MANUFACTURER
Call Toll Free: 1-800-421-5985 FAX: 1-810-758-7829

23325 BLACKSTONE, WARREN, MI 48089 - 2675
Telephone: (810) 758-5574

Please circle 7 on the Reader Service Card

The pictured equipment costs
$200. Phyton-27 costs about
$12-$25 per injection, takes
about 1-3 hours, lasts 3 years
plus. For reliable technical support and overnight delivery, oaf
1-800-356-8733. Phyton -27
Bactericide and Fungicide:
real-world efficacy against
Dutch Elm Disease, since 1984.
And for OAKWILT as well.

A WINNING

I

COMBINATION!!!

FULL LINE DISTRIBUTORS OF
OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT
PARTS & ACCESSORIES
INCLUDING:
I NPA PROFILE
• SAN DVIK-WINDSOR
U FOLEY-PLP
• ELVEX
• MI-T-M

Source
Technology
Biologicals, Inc.

SANDVIK

nonman
as5lxIaTes. Ifl(

+

• PLUS MANY MORE!

• Saw Chain
U Guide Bars
• Harvester
Bars
• Accessories

3355 Hiawatha Ave. South
Suite 222
Minneapolis, MN 55406

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT JON OR BILL GRIERSON AT:
.4'

(800) ELM-TREE
(612) 724-7102
Please circle 33 on the Reader Service Card
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NORMAN PRINCE ASSOCIATES, INC.
840 Seneca Street
P.O. Box 342
Lewiston, New York 14092

Call Toll 800-828-1142
(Nationwide)
Free:

Please circle 23 on the Reader Service Card
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800-441-4555
(New York State Only)

Fax: 716-754-4342

6 - Expected Primary Losses are calculated from Expected Losses using the
D ratio.
7 - Claims over $2000 are assigned a
claim number. On this worksheet, the total number of claims under $2000 appears
as the last entry in the policy year. For
example, in the first policy year, there
were six claims under S2000.
a 111.1- liijur ('laini Status displa
merical code corresponding to the type of
claim, and an 0 for open or F for final
(i.e.. closed) claim.
9 - Actual Incurred Losses is the
amount the insurer paid in claims for the
policy year. The number across from the
asterisk in column 8 is the total of all
losses under 52000.
10 - Actual Primary Losses places a
S5000 cap on individual claims. This is
to ensure that a single large claim does
not unjustly impact the final modification.
The payroll and loss information is
shown separately for each of the three

tJi:

Experience rating is a tool to determine how an
individual employer's loss experience differs from
the average.

Policies under re iew.
Columns 4.5,6,9 and 10 are totaled in
the lower section of the worksheet. After
a complicated rating formula, consisting
of actual versus expected losses, the experience modification is determined.
Items 11 through 13 are summed to get
14. the Actual and Expected values. Dividing the Actual value (J) by the
Expected value (K) yields the Experience
\lodification, item 15.
In our example. the hapless XYZ company carries a debit of .63. This means
that the company will pay one and a half
times for coverage as a comparably sized
competitor that is paying the manual rate
for its workers comp coverage. It places
XYZ at a competitive disadvantage.

Experience rating is a tool to determine
how an individual employer's loss experience differs from the average. When
these differences are recognized, the insurer can be certain that the premium
charged will be appropriate for the protection being provided. The savvy
business owner should use the information to help determine when more
extensive loss prevention/loss control
measures may be justified.
T{1

This article was prepared with the help

of representatives from ITT Hartford, official insurance carrier for the National
Arborist Association property/casualty
insurance program.

QJikt
9' TO 18' FORESTRY BODIES

B4120: A Proven Winner

B3216: The Prime Mover
Options:
• Removable Roofs
• Liftgates
• Cranes
• Extra Tool Boxes
• Custom Lettering
• Delivery

10' Long x 60" High
122/3 Yd 3 Capacity
L Tool/Thru Boxes
24" High Tailgate
Great Maneuverability

Let Us Furnish Your Truck Chassis
50 Years Building Quality
Forestry Bodies

18' Long x 84" High
343/4 Yd 3 Capacity

Underbody Tool Boxes
30" High Tailgate
Eliminate Trips To Landfill

TRUCK BODY & EQUIPMENT CO.
885 Harmon Ave.
Columbus, Ohio 43223
For a FREE Brochure/Quote Contact Tom Siefert 1-800-288-0992.
Please circle 31 on the Reader Sers ice Card
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WE'RE
PEOPLE
FRIENDL).
Whatever you need,
Whenever you
need it,
We'll get it for you...
With a smile.
Our service is second
to none, our prices are
competitive and
we stand behind
everything we carry.

October 3-6

October 14-15

Society of Municipal Arborists
Annual Conference and Trade Show
Seattle, Wash.
Contact: Jerry Clark, 206-684-7649

ISA Texas Chapter
Annual Conference
Arlington, Texas
Contact: Gary White, 817-535-8075

October 5-7

October 21-23
New Jersey Shade Tree Federation Annual
Meeting and Expo
McAfee, N.J.
Contact: Bill Porter. 908-246-3210

IS A/Pacific Northwest Chapter
Annual Training Conference
Victoria, B.C.
Contact: Lynnette Claire, 206-365-3901

October 6-7
Minnesota Society of Arboriculture
Fall Conference and Business Meeting
Collegeville, Minn.
Contact: Mark Schnobirch, 612-587-2975

Do you practice
Plant Health Care, Integrated Pest Management, or Home Pest Control?

BECOME A BOARD CERTIFIED ENTOMOLOGIST

BOARD

• -.

IA.

shindalowa,

November 17-19
TCI Expo '94
Pennsylvania Convention Center
Philadelphia, Pa.
Contact: 800-733-2622

/ •1 •

When you display the BCE logo,
You build industry credibility!
Call for details (301) 731-4535
The Entomological Society of America, BCE Prograff
9301 Annapolis Road #300
Lanham MD 20706
FAX (301) 731-4538
Please circle 12 on the Reader Service Card

Shindaiwa is the only
company to be so
confident in their
products that they
offer a 7-day,
no questions asked,
money back guarantee.

JL-

CALL TOLL FREE
24 hi-s/day to place your order:

800-441-8381
Local: 610-430-1214
FAX: 610-430-8560
VISA • MASTERCARD • DISCOVER

J"i

od9

uiQd"

1II] 1 1

INDUSTRIES, INC.

Please circle 2 on the Reader Sers ice Card
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1-800/331-7655
704/482-1477
1840 E. Dixon Blvd.
Shelby, N.C. 28150
Fax: 704/482-2015
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Bandit Industries, Inc., introduces the
Model 1900XL, a 19-inch diameter capacity whole tree chipper designed to work in
togging and clearing operations along side
of a hydraulic knuckleboom loader. This
compact, rugged machine features a pow erful four-feed wheel, hydraulic
compression system for feeding whole
trees and tops. Chips can be discharged in
any direction through the 360-degree hydraulic swivel discharge spout. Available
with Cummins and Caterpillar diesel power
options with up to 500 hp. Bandit Industries, Inc., 6750 Millbrook Road, Remus, MI
49340. Phone: 517-561-2271.
Circle 51 on the Reader Service Card

-"

An updated version of the popular 180D
loader, with new features designed to improve performance, efficiency and operator
comfort, has been introduced by the Forestry and Industrial Equipment Division of
Blount, Inc. The 180D uses twin main lift
cylinders which increase lift capacity to
20,000 pounds. The cylinders feature 3-inch
solid rods for exceptional strength and bolton heads for better serviceability. The air
conditioning and heating system also has
been improved with a new design that stays
clean longer and is easier to clean when
necessary. Blount, Inc., County Road 45
South, Owatonna, MN 55060. Phone: 507451-8654.
Circle 52 on the Reader Service Card

Jet Rinse can be used anytime chemical
containers must be properly rinsed. Simply attach a garden hose or a hose from
the nurse tank to Jet Rinse and inject the
device into the bottom or side of the container to completely and thoroughly clean
it. This will leave a hole in the container,
limiting its reuse. Under normal water system pressure (40 to 45 psi), you can triple
rinse a 2.5-gallon liquid container in approximately 30 seconds with 2 to 2.5
gallons of water. Using Jet Rinse while the
sprayer is being filled will allow the rinsed
contents to be used as part of that batch.
Select Styled Systems, Ltd., P.O. Box 123,
Palmer, Iowa 50571. Phone: 712 -359- 2467.
Circle 53 on the Reader Service Card
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Plant health care technician - Bob's Tree

HELP WANTED
Arborisi/salesperson - Established tree care
company in the Northeast looking for a team
player who is fully licensed as an aroorist and
has a turf/pesticide supervisor license in NH
and Maine. Must have experience in climbing,
pesticide and fertilization, as a foreman, and
as a tree salesperson. This positiol offers a
tremendous growth opportunity for the right
candidate. Please fax your resume and salary
requirements to ATHC - 603-335-0522.

Experienced climber/foreman wanted to
manage crew. We are a fast growing, quality
oriented company in the Chicago North Shore.
Minimum 3 years experience, CDL and selfmotivation required. Excellent compensation
and benefits available. Please send resume
and contact The Kinnucan Company, 28877
North Nagel Court, Lake Bluff, IL 60044. Phone:
708-234-5327.

Preservation Co., a well-established tree care
company in south Louisiana, is seeking experienced climbers to fit our plant health care
team. Horticultural related degree a real plus.
Must be willing to continue education. Send
resume to Bob's Tree Preservation Co., 523
Apollo Road, Scott, LA 70583. Phone: 318232-8733; FAX: 318-232-8756.

16005 Delmar
P.O. Box 6
TO)CLowell, IN 46356

The
Affordable
Portables

(219) 696-1440
Arborist with experience and CDI. "B (with

Models with
18 9 20 9 22 & 25
HP Kohler engines

air brakes) license. Duties include supervision,
sales and driving bucket truck. Excellent benefits. Drug-free workplace. EOE We are a large
quality-oriented full landscape company, established 1946. Send or fax resume to Rood
Landscape Company, Inc., P.O. Box 3768,
Tequesta, FL 33469-0768, FAX: 407-7430139. Attn: Jimmie Gamble, pruning manager.

"Special Financing
Available"
30" stump removed
12" deep 9 minutes

rV
ARE YOU A NATURAL?
Then Bring Your Talents To Us!
SavATree, the successful, dynamic
company who pioneered the environmentally responsible approach to
tree and shrub care, seeks motivated
sales professionals to join the expanding sales force in our NY, NJ
and CT locations.
Ideal candidates will have a college
degree in arboriculture or a related
held and a strong desire to achieve
unprecedented results.
In return, we provide an entrepreneurial work environment where excellence is cultivated through ensployee development and outstanding
performance is amply rewarded.
Interested individuals should send ar
fax their resume to: Human Re-

SAFETY FEATURES

• Guards on belts.
• Full control, positive balance, visual contact of work.
• Both wheels automatically lock when mrking machine.
• When disengaging cutter, cutter stops and does not free wheel.

Please circle 13 on the Reader Service Card

ATTENTION: STUMP GRINDERS and BRUSH CHIPPER USERS
For Stump Grinders

For Brush Chippers:

1/2"
1/2' regular teeth with
round or square carbide teeth
1/2" x 3/4" "Tuff" round carbide teeth
Pockets, bolts. areenwheels & accessories

ILE0
C.

oN

-

IUb

.

J%
qi.n I
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Since 1945

. Knife/blades
. Bedknifeianvils
. For disc and
drum machines
Resharpening for bIadesanvils

Teeth,

•-

No matter how large
Your stump or limb.
our teeth and knives
can handle them.

SP

1A'

Q

P

S

QA
P

Since 1832
P

40

sources, 360 Adams SL, Bedford
Hills, NY 10507 Fax: (914) 66f-

5843. SavATree is an
equal opportunity
employer.

SAvAIL

Yo4r one source for
K,ives and Teeth...

el

Limb-inator :

iE

Call:
1-800-537-2552
We Tcept Visa. Master Card
aid American Express

COMPLETE TREE AND SHRUB CARE NATURALLY

AAAAAAAA&A
Please circle 30 on the Reader Service Card
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MM V LEONARDI
LEONARDI MFG. CO ., INC.. 2728 ERIE DRIVE. WEEDSPORT, N.Y. 13166. (315) 834-thI I . FAX (315) 834-9220

Please circle 19 on the Reader Service Card
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We are a full service arboriculture firm with
offices in the Midwest and the East Coast. With
our continued expansion, we are seeking qualified arbonsts for production, plant health care
and sales positions within our company. We
consider safety, quality, production and communication to be the foundations of proper tree
care. If you believe the same and wish to make
arboriculture a career, we would like to hear
from you. Send your resume with salary history to Carol Demski, do The Care of Trees,
Inc., 2371 S. Foster Ave., Wheeling, IL 60090.
Phone: 708-394-4220.

Attn. professional tree persons: Tired of the
cold? Palm Beach County's tree health professionals are looking for motivated,
knowledgeable people. If you are thinking of
moving to SE Florida, give us a call. CDL a
plus. Drug free workplace. 407-968-1045.
Applications are being accepted for climb-

ers/sales reps for a growing tree service
company located in central New Jersey. If you
are an experienced and trained professional
who is interested in improving your future, call
908-658-9090.

PNEUMATIC
PRUNING
TOOLS

p

-

•:'P'

When it comes down to the timing,
the tools, and the trade, were the
arborist supplier to meet your
challenge.
Discover the supplies you need!!!
Mention this ad & receive
$5.00 off any pulley, or
your total order!

:a x 24 Hours
)16/944-4487

WESTERN TREE & LANDSCAPE SUPPLY
-

•

().

Ar

Call For Our
FREE Catalog

VI.Ship UPS

General foreman - Forestry degree plus one
year utility clearance experience or five years
in utility line clearance.
Consulting arborist - Estimating, customer
relations and crew management. Degree in
foresty or horticulture. Positions open with nationwide tree care company - in business over
40 years. Competitive wages and benefits
package. Looking for motivated, results-oriented people. Contact TREES, Inc.,
800-676-7712.

dial 1-800-94-ARBOR
PIctc

Hours U-F
7:30*u.-5pu

(27267)

IF

O

Ic 314 on thc Rctdcr .'cr Icc ( cd

SCHODORF TRUCK BODY
Offers FREE Delivery
For Complete Body and Chassis Units to TO EXPO '94
November 17-19, 1994 in Philadelphia PA

r.
elf

Plan NOW to attend
the LARGEST arbor10.0

isi trade show and save
SSS on transportation
charges. Hurry as this
is a

CALL NOW! .

limited time offer!
PIc..

.

1-800-255-9180

,,..

BREWT POWER SYSTEMS, INC.
5120 N. Arena Way. Atwater, CA 95301
PIccc circic 9 on the Recdcr Scr ice (lard
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Relocate to Hawaii. Established tree company seeking tree climbers with experience in
rigging, pruning and shaping trees, and working around utility lines. Year-round work. Pay
based on experience. Paid medical, dental,
federal holiday, vacation, 401K plan and profit
sharing. Please send resume to .Jacunski's
Complete Tree Service, Inc., P.O. Box 4513,
Hilo, Hawaii 96720.

Searching for the right employee? Time for

a new position? Florapersonnel is in its second decade serving the key employment needs
of the tree care industry, all aspects of ornamental horticulture and allied trades.
Confidential. Florapersonnel, Inc., 2180 W.
State Rd. 434, Suite 6152, Longwood, FL
32779-5013. Phone: 407-682-5151. FAX: 407682-2318.
Arborists/salespeople. Almstead Tree com-

Arborist/sales rep - Arbormasters, Inc. is a

well-established reputable full service tree and
landscape company located in the Baltimore
metropolitan area. We emphasize the highest
quality in work and safety, while educating our
clientele with the most recent revelations in our
industry. Our company would like to hire an
experienced salesperson with an artoricultural
background. This individual must also be motivated, a team player and possess an eye for
detail that would complement the quality of
service we offer. In return, we pay top wages,
provide excellent benefits and security within
our family-oriented organization. If you meet
these qualifications, please fax or send your
resume: Randall Bernstein, President,
Arbormasters, Inc., 10917 Liberty Road,
Randallstown, MD 21133. FAX: 410-521-2976.

pany is a professional fast-growing, full-service
tree care company located in Westchester
County, NY. We are looking for highly motivated personnel who are both knowledgeable
and personable. Positions also available for
PHC technicians and climbers. Almstead Tree
Company, 58 Beechwood Ave., New Rochelle, NY 10801. Phone: 914-576-0193.
Arborists, field representatives, climbers,
technicians. Ira Wickes Arborists, one of the
oldest and most respected companies in the
business, is looking for high-quality people to
help us continue to grow. Excellent compensation, benefits, incentives. Please send
resume or contact us at Ira Wickes Arborists,
11 McNamara Road, Spring Valley, NY 10977.
Phone: 914-354-3400.

FOR SALE
Tree care company, established 8 years in

ARBORIST/SALES REPRESENTATIVE
BARTLETT TREE EXPERTS is seeking
career minded individuals to join Americas
leader in scientific tree care. We currently
have SALES REPRESENTATIVE openings
in DE, MD, DC, PA, VA, NC, GA, MA, NH,
VT & CT.

Wash., D.C. metro area with excellent reputation. Large client base w/3wk backlog.
Equipment, excellent and dependable crew.
Owner moving overseas, must sell. Contact
Pat, bef. 9 am., aft. 9 p.m. 703-938-7499.
Used chippers, arbonst supplies and rigging
gear. Lanphear Supply, 1884 S. Green Road,
S. Euclid, OH 44121. Phone: 800-332-TREE.

Bucket trucks, chip trucks, trailer chippers,
cranes, skidders, track machines and custombuilt units to meet your individual needs. For
sale or rent. Call Mirk, Inc. Phone: 216-6692000.
Hardware and software, by an arborist for the
arborist. For more information about the
industry's best selling package, call or write
Arbor Computer Systems, 117 Weston Road,
Westport, CT 06880. Phone: 203-226-4335.
1988 L-8000 Ford tandem w/240 hp Ford diesel, 16 front, 44 rears, set back front axle.
Allison automatic trans., mounted w/Big John
AA90 tree spade in excellent condition. Best
offer. Phone: 407-968-1045.
Tree service equipment - 1984 GMC LR-50

diesel, $29,500; 1987 Ford AL-50 gas,
$26,500; 1986 GMC AL-SO gas, $25,500; 1985
GMC diesel chipper dump, $12,00; 1981 Tree
Farmer Skidder with AL-45 mint cond.,
$35,000. O.B.O. Have much more. 800-8580437.
Bucket trucks. Hi-Ranger, 65', 57', 50'.
Skyworkers with chip boxes. Asplundh bucket
trucks with chip boxes. Asplundh brush chippers. Bean 55-gal sprayers. Pete Mainka
Enterprises, 633 Cecilia Drive, Pewaukee, WI
53072. Phone: 800-597-8283.
Used equipment - Morbark 12' disc chipper
with rebuilt Ford gas, new hydraulic motors;
Vermeer 630A, rebuilt engine, Vermeer 665Arebuilt engine; Vermeer 665B - Perkins diesel
engine; Morbark 12" disc chipper - 116 hp
Cummins diesel; Bandit 200+ - 110 hp John
Deere diesel; Bandit 1400- 200hp John Deere
diesel (demo 40 hrs). Southeastern Equipment
Co., (Lawrenceville, GA) 800-487-7089 or 404962-6720.

We offer:

RE-INTRODUCING...

On-going training by scientists of the
Bartlett Tree Research Laboratories

The Money Machine!

* Superior compensation package, including:
Medical Benefits, Company Car, etc.

All this machine can do is pay for itself ... month after month. If you're
If you have tree care sales experience or have an
aptitude for sales, combined with a de'ree in
ornamental horticulture I arboriculture I urban
forestry, or a related field, please send or fax a
detailed resume to:
Alan H. Jones
1185 Five Springs Road
Charlottesville, VA 22902
BAR 1' 1 F 'I i' Fax: (804) 971-1331
(For DE, MD, DC, PA, VA,
NC & GA)
or

I

Jim Ingram
P.O. Box 177
Ostervllle, MA 02655
Fax: (508) 428-2398
(For MA, NH, VT & CT)

BARTLETT TREE EXPERTS
Caring for America's Tree.s Since 1907

Please circle 6 oil the Reader Service Card
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in the firewood business ... big or small ... and you don't have at least
one "Super Split," you
are wasting time! It's fast
...It's tough...It will make

lk

money!

Call or Write

GFX

CORPORATION
200 Recreation Park Drive
Hingham, MA 02043-4220

(617) 740-0350 • Fax (617) 740-0355
Flease circle 14 on the Reader Service Card
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Looking for a used chipper or stumper? Call
the Midwest's chipper/stumper supermarket.
Nearly all makes & models. Some in great
shape and some not. Alexander Equipment
Co., 1054 N. DuPage, Lombard, IL 60148.
Phone: 708-268-0100.

1993 VO-50 complete forestry package,
2000 miles, diesel, new condition, $63,000:
1988 V0-5 complete forestry package, 32,000
miles, diesel, excellent condition, $40,000:
1978 Ford 44 rear mount 50-foot Skyworker,
good condition, gas, $18,000; 1985 Brigadier
with 85 Prentice 120 L-10 Cummings dies 8sp. L.H. Custom-built body, 54,000 gvw,
$36,000; 1981 International cab over, 33,000
gvw, new diesel eng. & trans., with 1989 F-90
Prentice, low hours, excellent condition,
$22,800. Community Tree Service, 508-2560341.

Tree care company, estab. 16 yrs. in south
FL. Better than excellent reputation, tremendous client list, fantastic potential, have Pest
Control license. Trucks, chippers & grinders in
good condition. Owner will stay on as needed.
Serious inquiries: TCI, Box ES, P0 Box 1094,
Amherst, NH 03031.
Aerial bucket trucks. Hi-Ranger, Asplundh,

Skyworker - most major brands - 40 to 95.
Also, brush chippers, stump grinders, tree
spades, log loaders and Rayco stump cutters.
Parts of aerial buckets. Allied Utility Equipment,
Inc., W. 204 North 11509 Goldendale Road,
Germantown, WI 53022. Phone: 414-2556161.

4 bucket trucks - 1)1983 GMC 57-ft w/h

Hi Ranger with chip box, $25,900; 2)1984 Ford,
55-ft w/h Aerial Lift, chip box, $25,900; 3) & 4)
1987 Ford & GMC, 55-ft wlh Aerial Lift, chip
box, $29,500. 1 chip truck, 1987 Ford,
Arbortech, chip box, 38,800 mi., $11500.2 chip
boxes with cylinders, $850 each. Knox, TN
days, 615-986-9561.

1983 Vermeer TS-84 tree spade mounted on

1978 GMC Brigadier 6-V92 turbo Detroit with
9-speed Road Ranger trans. Good working
condition, $25,000. Conserv-A-Tree, Long Island. 516-271-2998.

Used equipment: (1) 1993 Model 90 PTO

trailenzed (demo unit): (1) 1990 Mighty Bandit
w/30-hp Wisconsin gas engine: (1) 1989 Model
1200 Brush Bandit w/Cummins 177-hp diesel
engine; (1) Model 100 Brush Bandit WI
Cummins 76-hp diesel engine; (1) 1989
Vermeer 1250 wlFord 6-cylinder gasoline engine; (1) Model 250 w/Cummins 4BTA, 116-hp
diesel engine; (1) 1988 Precision Model 23 (23"
diameter capacity) chipper wlCaterpillar 3412,
650-hp diesel engine and knuckleboom loader;
(1) 1989 Model 1900 Tree Bandit whole tree
chipper w/Cummins 400-hp diesel engine. For
further information, contact Bandit Industries,
Inc., 6750 Millbrook Road, Remus Ml 49340.
Phone: 517-561-2270. FAX: 517-561-2273.

ArborWare computers and software: You

demand quality, performance, safety and reliability in your field equipment. Why settle for
less in your office automation system? Demand
ArborWare, 'The Arborist's Business Solution,"
the fastest growing tree industry business software available today. Call 1-800-49-ARBOR.

For sale to highest bidder - Right-of-way
wood axe purchased new in January 1985. For
more information call or write: Escambia River
Electnc Cooperative, Inc., P.O. Box 428, Jay,
FL 32565. Phone: 800-235-3848. Sealed bids
will be opened Sept. 16.

1982 GMC flat deck bucket truck for sale Asplundh LR 50 w/side tool boxes, 5000 actual miles, 3208 Cat. diesel engine, 4-speed
Allison automatic trans., Imron paint, three
start-stops on unit plus other extras. Garage
kept. Unit like new, $34,500. Also, Vermeer
stump cutter - model 665, $8500. Lancaster,
PA. Phone: 717-393-6710 or 717-399-3269.

Brush chippers, stump grinders, shredders,
mulchers, log splitters, new, used and reconditioned, small, med., and large capacities.
Financing available. Cal-Line Equipment Co.,
Livermore, CA. Phone: 510-443-6432.

ANDY' S TRUCK CENTER, INC.
WEST

FLORIDA

BEACH,

PALM

SWWA

$we/ttoq Sate!
..t.1 •J

•
•
•

I

i

•

-

.

1987 Ford F-700 w/LP-50, Chip Dump
1983 Ford F-800 wLR-50, Chip Dump
5C Chip Dump
1983 Chevy C-70w 1985 LR-

•
•
•

(3) 1980 mt 5-1800 DSL w LR-45, Chip Dump
(2) 1983 mt Ford F-700 DSL w LR-45 Flat Beds
.. 24t Cot Bed
1981 lot S-iED7
:1

•
•
•
•
•
•

•'-

1985 Ford F-600 Wj5FI-52PBRI, Chip Dump
(3) 1985 GMC-Ford F-700 4x4. 5F1-52PBRI, Chip Dumps
(2) 1985/86 Ford F-700 w/5F1-52PB1. Flat Beds
1978 Ford F-700 w/5F1-52PB1. X-City Unit
1981 Ford F-600 w/48 'Hi-Ranger, Single Bucket
1983 Ford F-BOO DSL w 65 P:-Rcnoer 'doodle :-.sul)

•
•

• £•) L•J

4, 198c .CIC 7300 '.o AC 50, Crop Dumps,
Pony Motors
(1') 1987 GMC 7000 w!AL-50, Chip Dumps.
FROM 528900
Pony Motors
REACH-ALL HD 50-55 / HD 50-60

•
•

1985 Ford 8000 DS_ w 55 Flat Bed 3208 Cot
1984 Ford 700w 60 Flat Bed 15000 Miles

o30
1088
1988 :ntemhiior.al 5-1200w
5x2, PS. AB, 56 Reach, Single Bucket Cad Shield

• 1982 GMC 7000w l0-5 1-1:-Ranger 'all steel
• l979 Mack 6x6w 2900-75Hoiari 11 300 miles'
• 1989 Asplundh Eager Beaver Disc, DSL, 850 His
• 1984 Asplundh JEY 12,4 Cylinder, Gas Drum Type

:

Li

I

'1 1i' a

.ueArocriecn
• .AC ClJ:011'., :.e.•.' • (2) 1987 Ford F-óOOw/new 12'L-shape Arbortech
• 1987 Ford F-700 DSLw/new 12'L-shape Arbortech
• 1987 Ford F-600 w/used 12'L-shape Chip Dump
• 1980 Chevy C-70 w/L-shape Chip Dump
• 1988 Ford F-o00 w new 12 Arbodech Chip Dump
• !1.Ic-Icl :.' •
• 1983 ccki.lRoBSSC .; Barco 8000 ,Diesel
• 1986 GMC Topkick 7000 wj' Burco 4000 (Diesel)
• 1983 GMC 7000 w,/Barco 4000 (Diesel)

Call or Fax for Spec's & Prices: (407) 965-6666 fax (407) 965-6844
Please circle 4 on the Reader Sen ice Card
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Chlorosis tree medicine. 100% effective in

oaks, many deciduous trees, 10-minute application. Guaranteed for iron chlorcisis. $29/qt
treats 16 trees. Postpaid. Pin Oak Specialist,
7310 North 39th Terrace, Omaha, NE 68112.
Phone: 402-455-9384.
Tree service. Complete tree care br residen-

tial customers. Est. 1975. Extensive customer
list (includes spray customers). Bookings 1-1/
2 months in advance. Silver Bear Tree Ser vice, RFD #539, Rt. #114, Bradford, NH 03221.
Phone: 603-938-2300.
1987 Rayco 1620 Jr. stump grinder with

Tufflite 5x9 trailer. good running condition.
$2800. Phone: 203-426-3400.

TAMARACK
P.O. Box 370, Canton, NY 13617
1-800-858-0437

1990 Chevrolet C7 diesel, 5-spd with new
Schodorf 14 chip boxlL tool boxes. Lease available. For details, call Tom at Schodort Truck
Body, 800-288-0922.
Windows software designed for arborists.

Comprehensive, supported for over 10 years.
Call or write for free demo. 610-970-7955,
Quad Tech, Inc., P0 Box 643- 191 S. Keim
St., Pottstown, PA 19464.
1984 Chev C-70 w/52-ft. HiRanger, rear

mounted, 40,000 miles, excellent condition,
garage stored, 8.2-liter fuel pincher diesel turbo
charged, 5-spd w/2spd rear end, $35,000.
Scovell Tree Surgery, 805-466-0252.

AN OUNCE
OF PREVENTION

ral
401 vy®
IT'S TIME TO ORDER
ORAL IVY®
935i
mount. Very Crean, 523 500

A FEW DROPS DAILY IN
WATER OR JUICE

PREVENTS THE

"FIERY ITCH"
(2) 1987 Cord F-ODD Diesels, Aspinc oR-GO
Rebuilt Nov 93) Ready For Work, $32500

OF POISON IVY
OAK AND SUMAC
6 Months Prevention in
Each 1.2 oz. Bottle
By the Bottle:
$12.50 + $1.00 Postage

BUY the Dozen: $7.50 Per Bottle
$90. Per Dozen + $3.50 Shipping
TOLL FREE ORDER LINE

1-800-553-6778
VI4
MEMBER NATIONAL

ARBOR 1ST
1983-87 Ford & GMC with Aria) Lift of Coon
AL-50's, Starting at $21,000

Please circle 35 on the Reader Sers ice Card
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ORAL IVY, INC.
104 GUY'S LANE, BLOOMSBURG, PA 17815
Please circle 26 on the Reader Service Card
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Used equipment - 1990 Vermeer Model 63

DB; 1970 Vermeer Model 10; 1972 Vermeer
Model 15; 1979 Vermeer Model 630; 1986
Vermeer Model 665A; 199065-hp Carlton, low
hours; 1984 16 Chipmore chipper, V-8; 1990
Morbark Busy Beever; 1988 Model 225 Mini
Forestry mower; 1989 Morbark disc chipper;
1990 Hodges 20-hp stump cutter. Also available - new Brush Bandit chippers, new Rayco
stump cutters, new Seppi mowers and several used bucket trucks. Rentals available. Call
Ron or Joel, 708-398-0620. Aerial Equipment.
Skyworker - Largest new parts inventory, used

equipment inventory, major service facility in
U.S. Phone: 706-376-3192. FAX: 706-3766701.
Video program offers information on ropes,

knots and tree climbing to make on-the-job
training easier. Call 800-733-2622 for more
information.
There's nothing standard about this offer.

Green Pro Services has been designing and
building professional, customized sprayers for
all types of trucks and trailers since 1978. For
a limited time only we are offering more than
20% off our most popular sprayer sizes. For
only $2399 you can purchase our 225-gallon
sprayer which normally sells for $3049. And
for only $2999 you can have our 500-gallon
unit - a savings of $800 off our regular price of
$3799. A great deal so call today: 800-6456464.

WANTED
Late model 65 Big John truck mounted tree
spade. Phone: 616-483-2107.

REPAIRS
Engines - total overhaul. Specializing in

Kohler engines. Fast turn around, flat rate for
each model. New Kohler parts replaced when
needed to bring back to service specs. 90-day
warranty price includes freight back. Fox Small
Engine Service, 219-696-1440. Fast service
is simply good business.

FOR RENT
Large tree spade with experienced arborist
operator. Any place in New England or eastern NY. Develop a new profit center without
any capital expenditure. Call Residential For esters for details, 203-429-9972.

Classified ad rates: $50 per inch ($45 NM
members; 1-inch minimum), payable in advance, due the 20th of the month two months
prior to publication. Send ad and payment to:
Tree Care Industry
P.O. Box 1094
Amherst, NH 03031

Are You Fertilizing the Trees
or
Feeding The Insects?
Root zone treatments with ironROOTS ® Concentrate will improve tree health without
producing the lush new growth that insects thrive on.
Woolly adelgid is one such insect that seems to thrive on trees treated with nitrogen
fertilizers. Specialists have recommended against fertilization of hemlocks that are infested
with Woolly adelgid.
ironROOTS ® contains no nitrogen. It is a patented blend of kelp, humic extracts and
vitamin B, with 4% fully chelated iron. ironROOTS ® improves water uptake, stress
tolerance, chlorophyl production and can be tank mixed with systemic insecticides to help
control hemlock Woolly adelgid. Call us for more information:
1-800-342-6173 or in New England and N.Y. 1-800-841-2498.
_ 11111
.

A Division of USA Products Corp.
24 Science Park, New Haven, CT 06511
ROOTS and ironROOTS are trademarks
of USA Products Corporation
Please circle 29 on the Reader Service Card
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Tree Talk
By Ted Bays
The boss asked, "How'd it go today'?"
B.K. replied. "We Joyced the top out of
that rotten birch so Ted didn't have to
climb it. Unfortunately the F.D.S. Mooked
a lid and the customer did a Mrs. Allen.
Major headache!"
The boss blinked, several times, rapidly.
"Huh?"
It was perfectly clear to us. A climber
and his ground man develop a code.
Treework demands precise communication
and in some situations, words are a waste.
So hand and head signals arise.
But the longer people work together, the
more personal the code can get.
What B.K. told the boss was this: "We
threw a weighted throwing line into the
rotten birch top and pulled it out. But the
lying dead stuff broke a shingle, and the
customer came running out thinking her
roof was now in her basement. Big pain in
the neck!"
Actually "headache" is our most important signal. "Joyce," "Mook" and "Mrs.
Allen" were derived from specific incidents.
"Joyce" came from a good customer
with bad birches. The bronze borer had
reduced many of her smaller birches to
standing sawdust. Most of them were

"drops" - notch it and cut it down. but one
was literally a pushover. It was too long
for the drop lane so B.K. gave a trial pull
on the weighted nylon throwing line we
had in the top, secured with a running bowline. B.K. ' s pull took the tree off and a
codeword was born. "Joyce" means to pull
out (or over) dead stuff.
"Mook" came from another customer
who watched B.K. and me spend 15 minutes whittling a broken broomhandle so it
would fit into the broomhead. As I tapped
the broomhead onto the handle, the
broomhead fell into two pieces and Rev.
Mook erupted into laughter. B.K. and I
were piqued, but it was funny, and a code
word was born - "mook" means to unintentionally break in half. It has an adjective
form, "Mookable."
Mrs. Allen is another good-hearted customer, put into temporary bad humor by a
tough tree coming out of a tight spot. A
white birch leaning over her cottage roof
had a rotten top. The top would come
across the roof but the rotten tips would
touch - and they would break before any
shingles broke. But the cottage roof was
thin, and directly under it, up in the loft
playing cards on a gloomy day, were Mrs.
Allen, her daughter and all the Allen
grandkids. About five seconds after 300
pounds of rotten birch went roaring across

the roof, they all came running out. Mrs.
Allen said it sounded like a 747 landing
on the roof - and a code word was born "Mrs. Allen" is any person with alarmist
tendencies around events that look or
sound worse than they are.
Thumbs-Up for "I'm ready. let's do
it."
Hands-as-Knife-Across-the-Throat
for "Turn it off, STOP."
And our three most important words.
that should never go out of style and need
no translation, remain Please. Thank-you.
and Nice Job.

A freelance writer and editor, Ted Bays
has climbed trees in Ann Arbor, Traverse
City and Michigan's Upper Peninsula. He
and his wife Susan operate Ted Bays Tree
Care in Traverse City, Michigan.
Do you have a story for From the Field.?
TCI will pay $100 for published articles.
Submissions become the property of TCI
and are subject to editing for grammar,
style and length. Entries must include the
name of a company and a contact person
or they will not be considered for publication. Articles and photos must be
received by the first day of the month for
the following month's issue.

Peavey Tree Pruning Poles & Supplies
v'-

1L- j

1

Peavey Manufacturing Company is pleased to offer
a complete line of top quality tree pruning poles and
equipment for the professional as well as the
amateur who wants a quality made tool.
For years we have made a limited line of pruner
poles for the large industrial users, and we feel that
if we can satisfy these customers on a nationwide
basis that wrnticf,
Available in threaded
anyone else.

We have a variety of poles including white ash in
solid lengths; and also six foot sectional poles with
lightweight aluminum couplers. There is also
available a line of non conductive sectional, or full
length fiberglass poles for the electrical contractors.
Included you will find a complete price list and
order form for all pruner poles and equipment.

or clip type couplers.

iT

' PEAVEY

MANUFACTURING Co.

P.O. Box 129 East Eddington, Maine 04428
12071843-7861 - 843-6778 - FAX 207) 843-5005

S Saw Head
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PH4R Pruning Heads
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Safety
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Take a look at what members have in their business arsenal:

1

• A Toll-Free Hotline: Tree care answers to your tree care business and technical questions. When you need them.
• Business Management Guidelines: What would you pay for accounting, cost analysis, sales compensation and
human resource guidelines that are already set up for tree care companies?
• Federal Regulation Guidelines: NAA members get the rules spelled out for them exactly as they relate to tree
care companies. No more wading through page after page of government gibberish!
• Safety and Technical Training Materials: There is no other source that offers such comprehensive training
programs at such a reasonable cost.
• Networking with Peers: You could find out how a tree care company similar to yours turned a problem into a
profit center. Maybe you can't call another tree care company in your area with a question, but why not a fellow
NAA member from across the country?
• Better Group Rates on Insurance: NAA searches out the best plans, then negotiates for you and executes
"power buys" to keep the cost of insurance under control.
• Better Advertising and Public Relations: An ongoing public awareness program including events such as the
National Arborist Day at Arlington National Cemetary, means that the NAA logo on your advertising and
stationery carries more weight with cautious homeowners and businesses. Plus, the NAA offers an excellent array
of professionally developed brochures and marketing materials at a fraction of what they'd cost you to produce.

I
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TOOLS OF THE PROFESSIONAL M¼JW?i''
7 Lines Designed For the Demands
of the ]Professional Arborist
The arborist places
unique demands on his
lines: Climbing, lifting,
lowering, running
through crotches, over limbs and against
bark calls for lines specifically engineered
for abrasion resistance, load control,
excellent grip and snag resistance.
Samson has a complete line of ropes
specifically designed for the professional
arborist. Ropes that can take all the
punishment dished out in this abrasive
environment and retain that critical
margin of security and control.

SAMSON
CLIMBING LINES
Samson has developed
the most complete line
of climbing ropes in
the industrv Lines
designed to make this critical
part of the joba little easier and inoi
Braided or 3-strand twisted, Samson
climbing ropes excel at the worksite.
True Blue is our premium all
polyester 12-strand braided climbin
rope in the distinctive blue color.
E-Z See Orange, with its easily
identified color pattern and Braided
Tree-Master share their 16-strand

I

over polypropylene strands'with a
da
control core of preshrunk nylon.
Arbor-Plex combines poh ester and polo1etm
fibers in a 12-strand construction. Tree
Master is our 4 stage 3 strand all'.Dacron
climbing line All are designed for
maximum x ear life flexibilir\ abr isicm
resistance and knot control
11

Built to take the stresses of any job.
Samson's bull ropes provide
the strength, load control and
service life demanded by the
professional arborist.
Stable Braid, our 100%
,i
polyester double braid, is
the ultimate bull rope for
today's ratchet! friction
bollard rigging systems.
Available with our
Sanithane coating, its streng
durability and abrasion resistar,
are unmatched in the industry.
Arbor-Plex is a high strength, yet
lightweight 12-strand bull rope
combining polyester and polvolefin
fibers for excellent wear and snag
resistance. Pro-Master 3-strand
combo bull rope is Samson's easy to
handle, lightweight, high strength
polyester over polyolefin fiber bull
rope. For price and performance
there isn't a better bull rope available.
S

l
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DEPENDABLE BULL ROPES
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ROPE DIAMETER:

1,3
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5,8

3,4
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Braided Tree-Master 7,000
•
S
•
E-Z See Orange
6,100
•
S
•
True-Blue
7,300
Arbor-Plex
5,400 9,000 12,000
•
Tree-Master (3-Strand) 7,000
Pro-Master
8.200 10,800 15,500

•

Istable Braid

I ACCESSORY CORDS
Samson cords handle everything
from throwing lines to tie downs
and pruner pole cord. This all
nylon braided cord is available in
sizes from 2mm to 8mm and a wide
sarietv of high visibility colors.
S
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YOU CAN RELY
ON SAMSON
\\ hen selecting rope,
professional arborist suppliLi
about Samson. AXith over 100
years of experience you can trust
our most demanding jobs to
the strongest name in rope
il \OUI

Az ,ailable in 120

150

polvl'igge! toils and 600 ,c,'/y
,1

jSAMSON
-

®

4e

The Strongest Name In Rope Phone: (206) 384-4669

or writ,' foi moi,' 1111irmitlo/1, .cpeeitic,itioiis. Yil/iiJIIe.v or it to/i/p/tIe ,,t,,l,, -.
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Fax: (206) 384-0572
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